
Flanged Trunnion Ball Valve
Model 2063 - Class 150, 300 & 600Model 2063 Class 150, 300 & 600



2-Piece Flanged End Trunnion Valves 

Linuo Series 2063 is a two-piece body, trunnion mounted ball 
l D i d API 6D d fi d i i i bl fvalve.  Designed per API 6D and fire tested, it is suitable for 

various applications in the oil and gas industry.  Special 
configurations for low temperature or high temperature 
applications are available.

Linuo valves are manufactured at our state-of-the-art 
manufacturing facilities.  The Linuo name has come to signify 
quality and experience in the valve world.  Our valves are 
distributed world wide, and time and time again our designs 
have proven to offer years of reliable service.
Valves are offered bare stem or we can add a complete range

ECONOMICAL trunnion valve for industrial or pipeline service.

Valves are offered bare stem, or we can add a complete range 
of automation options and accessories.  Consult your Linuo 
representative to assist in specifying automation packages.

SIZES 2” THROUGH 20” in Class 150 / 300 / 600. 

FOR SERVICE up to 400ºF.  Special applications, consult factory.

ISO MOUNTING FLANGE simplifies automation. 

BLOW-OUT PROOF STEM for safer operation at high pressure.p g p

ANTI STATIC DEVICE for safe dissipation of static electricity.

CERTIFIED API 6D design and construction. 

FLANGE DIMENSIONS per ASME B16.5.

FACE TO FACE DIMENSIONS per ASME B16.10.
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FACE TO FACE DIMENSIONS per ASME B16.10. 

COMPLETE automation accessories available, with assembly.  

Specifications subject to change.



Trunnion Valve Design

With the trunnion mounted ball design, the ball is fixed in position, and the seat rings can 
move freely along the valve axis.  The bearings will absorb any side loading generated by 
the process pressure effects on the ball.p p

Double Block and Bleed

When the valve is closed, the medium left in the center cavity 
can be discharged through the bleed valve.  The upstream and 
downstream seats will independently block the fluid at the inlet 

d tl t t li th d bl bl k f tiand outlet to realize the double block function.
Another function of the bleed device is that the valve seat can 
be checked to see if there is any leakage.  In addition, any 
solids inside the body cavity can be flushed and discharged 
through the bleed valve to prevent damage to the seat by 
impurities in the medium.

Anti-Static Design

Trunnion valves are designed with anti-static device.  Static electricity discharge device 
forms a static channel between the ball and body directly, or through the shaft.  This 
allows for discharge any static electricity  produced by friction during operation.  System 
safety is ensured by preventing any static spark that could cause a fire or explosion.

Fire Proof Design

Linuo trunnion valves are constructed with fireproof design.  In case of a fire during 
operation, the seat ring, shaft o-ring and the body flange o-rings made of non-metallic 
materials, will be decomposed or damaged by the high temperature.  Under pressure of 
the medium the seat retainer will be pushed against the ball quickly with the metal tothe medium, the seat retainer will be pushed against the ball quickly with the metal to 
metal contact, and form the auxiliary metal to metal sealing, which can effectively control 
valve leakage.  Fireproof design conforms to API607, API6FA, BS6755.
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Sealant Injection Device

Ball valves with diameters equal to or larger than 6” are all 
designed with sealant injection devices on the shaft and seatdesigned with sealant injection devices on the shaft and seat.  
If the seat ring or shaft o-ring is damaged accidentally, the 
corresponding sealing can be injected through the device to 
prevent leakage through the seat or shaft.  When necessary, 
the sealing device can be used for flushing and lubricating the 
seat to maintain its cleanliness.

Double o-ring shaft seal design to prevent 
leakage through the shaft packing. 

Blow-out proof design shaft

Sealant injection device for stem.

Sealant injection device for seats (2).
Blow-out proof design shaft.

Spring loaded seat design 
ensures good tightness even 
under low differential pressure.

F316SS ball for CF8M body, or 
A105+ENP for WCB body.  
Smooth for tight shut off and 
long life.

Body flange tightness is ensured 
by both o-ring and gasket.

Extended Bonnet and Extended Stem - Options

Extended bonnet design may be available for applications in extreme temperature service.
Applications underground, or in remote locations may require an optional extended stem 
For either of these options please consult your Linuo representative with specific
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For either of these options, please consult your Linuo representative with specific 
application requirements.



Reliable Shutoff

Tight shutoff is achieved with the use of two floating seal retainers.  They can float axially to 
block the fluid for seat sealing and body sealing.  The seats are spring loaded to ensure 
seat tightness even under low differential pressure.  In addition, the piston effect design of 
the valve seat provides high pressure sealing by the medium pressure itself.

On the Upstream Side:
Medium pressure P exerts a reverse force on the seat at A1.  The medium also presses the 
seat retainer and seat toward the ball against area A2.  A2 – A1 is B1 – this is the 
difference in the areas, as A2 is greater than A1.  Net media force against area B2, in 
conjunction with the spring will push the seat against the ball to give the tight shutoffconjunction with the spring, will push the seat against the ball to give the tight shutoff.  

On the Downstream Side:
As the medium pressure inside the valve cavity Pb increases, the differential pressure p y , p
between the body cavity A3 and the downstream side of the valve A4 will overcome the 
spring force of the downstream seat.  Area A3 is greater than area A4 by the difference of 
B2.  Media pressure exerted on the area B2 will push the seat away from the ball.  This 
action is the piston effect and results in automatic release of increased pressure in the 
body cavity when the valve is fully open or fully closed.  Once the pressure is relieved, the 
seat and ball will again be in contact again, held tight by the spring and providing shutoff.
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How To Order – Trunnion Ball Valves
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Linuo offers a complete line 
of valve products including:
• Segment V-Ball Valves
• Soft and Metal Seated Ball Valves
• Butterfly ValvesButterfly Valves
• Knife Gate Valves
• Gate / Globe / Check Valves

C ll ithCall us with your 
application, and we’ll find 

the right valve and 
t ti k fautomation package for you.
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